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LECTURE 1:

- characterising rational agents
- logical foundations
- lOgical theories of rational agents

LECTURE 2:

- proof in rational agent theories '
- programming based on rational agenttheories
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L OGICAL PRINCIPLES OF RATIONAL A GENTS

[recture One I

• Characterising rational agents
- selected characteristics of (rational) agents
- using rational agents

RATIONAL AGENTS
• Logical foundations
- modal logics
- temporal logics

• Logical theories of rational agents
- combinations of logics
- examples and agent theories
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RATIONAL A GENTS

RATIONAL AGENTS

IRational Agents (1)1
Iwhat is an Agent? 1
However, we want more than just basic autonomous
agents - we require agents that are flexible.
Because of the popularity of agent-based systems, the
question "what is an agent" has stimulated much
discussion across a range of areas.
I will just consider the concept of an 'agent' as being a
useful abstraction for software components that occur
within complex, dynamic systems.
While the key element of an object is encapsulation, the
key additional element of an agent can be seen as
autonomy. Thus,
an agent has the ability to act independently
from, and irrespective of, its environment.
Hence:

you can't tell an agent what to do - you can only ask it!
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Why? Because:
• environments are dynamic and unpredictable
• agents are under varying real-time constraints
• agents may learn/evolve new behaviour
• agents are part of an open system (i.e. no fixed
topology) and are under no central control
Thus, the type of agents we are interested in are
capable of flexible autonomous action - these are
termed rational (or intelligent) agents.
Such rational agents must be able to adapt !:heir
autonomous behaviour to cater for the dynamic
aspects of their environment, their requirements and
their knowledge.
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RATIONAL AGENTS

[Representing Rational Agents

[Rational Agents (2)

I

Many formal models of rational agency share similar
elements, in particular

I

• a dynamic element, allowing the representation of
the agent's basic dynamic activity,
In order to provide such flexibility, the elements, in
addition to autonomy, that we typically require from
rational agents are

1. pro-activeness
i.e. the agent is not driven solely by events and so
it takes the initiative and generates, and attempts
to achieve, its own goals

• an informational element, representing the agent's
database of information,
• a motivational element, often representing the
agent's goals, and
• a mechanism for deliberation that characterises the
way in which motivations develop dynamically.
Such elements provide the characteristics we are
interested in. For example:

2. social ability
i.e. the agent interacts with other (sometimes
human) agents and cooperates with these in order
to achieve some of its goals
3. deliberation
i.e. the agent can reason about its current state and
can modify its subsequent actions and future goals
according to the situation
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• internal motivations for taking particular choices
are required in order to provide pro-activeness;
• information about the agent's environment, its
capabilities and other agents are all useful for social
interaction in dynamic settings;
• deliberation is necessary in order to decide which
motivations to adopt, and which items of
information to (re-)consider.
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R ATIONAL A GENTS

IExample: Spacecraft Landing I
Imagine an agent controlling a spacecraft that is
attempting to land on a planet.

[Using Rational Agents

The agent has

I

• information about the terrain of the planet
• information concerning target landing sites
While most of the agents developed, for example for
the INTERNET, remain relatively simple, there are
beginning to be applications where rational agent
technology is used.

• motivations, such as
-

to land soon
to avoid mountains
to remain aloft until safe to land
etc ...

~

:...,

Examples include traffic control, resource
management, business process modelling, real-time
process control and telecommunications.

The agent must dynarrlically
• assess its information for veracity and, if necessary,
revise the information held
• deliberate over (possibly conflicting) goals in order
to decide what actions (for example, movement) to
take,and
• based on its current state, generate new goals (for
example to land near a particular target site) or
revise its current goals
MICHAEL FISHER

High profile examples include
• real-time fault mOnitoring on space shuttle
• air traffic control at Sydney airport

• real-time fault monitoring and diagnosis carried
out in the Deep Space 1 mission
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RATIONAL AGENTS

!Towards Formal Logical Representation

I

The elements of rational agent theories are typically
represented logically as follows
Dynamism - temporal or dynamic logics;
Information - modal logics of belief or knowledge;
Motivation - modal logics of goals, intentions or
desires.
While it may seem peculiar to characterise software
components in terms of mental notions such as belief
and desire, this follows a well known approach
termed the intentional stance.
Attributing such mental notions to agents provides us
with a convenient and familiar way of describing,
explaining, and predicting the behaviour of these
systems.
Thus, the intentional stance simply represents an
abstraction mechanism for representing agent
behaviour.
Next we will examine the logical background for such
representations.
MICHAEL FISHER
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IModaCLogicsI

LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

In classical logic, formulae are evaluated within a
single fixed world.

For example, a proposition such as "it is Monday" is
either true or false.
Propositions are then combined using constructs such
as 'and', 'if....then', 'or', 'not', the constant symbols
'true' and 'false', and a set of symbols representing
atomic propositions.
In modal logics, evaluation occurs within a range of
possible worlds.
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ISyntax and Semantics

LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

I

As well as syntactic operations for manipulating the
truth and falsehood of propositions within a world,
operators for navigating between worlds are
required.

ISemantics I

In standard modal logics there are two such

operators:

• 'D cp' m eans that cp is true in all worlds accessible
from the current world.
• ' Ocp' means that cp is true in some world accessible

from the current world.

Formulae are interpreted within models (M)
comprising
• a set of worlds, W,

Thus, the truth of propositions is dependent upon the
world in which they are evaluated.

• a binary relation, R, on worlds in W, and,
• a propositional interpretation 7r of type
7r :

But what does 'accessibility' mean? Its meaning is
dependent upon the context in which the logic is to be
used.
For example, all of the following interpretations for
D / 0 are common.
• is necessary lis possible
• believes / doesn't believe opposite

W x PROP --t {T ,F}

Thus, key part of the semantics is

M ,WI
M ,WI

F
F

P
D cp

iff
iff

M , WI

F

Ocp

iff

7r (WI, P) = T
for all W 2, if R(wr, W2),
then M , W 2 'F cp
there exists a W 2, stich that
R (WI, W2) and M , W2 F cp

• knows/doesn't know opposite
• always in future / sometime in future
M ICHAEL FISHER
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[Examples

LOGICAL F OUNDATIONS

I

p

"'p

/'

/'

Op ---+ p

II

op ---+ "'p

'\,

'\,

p

II

IConstraining Accessibility Relations

I

p
In modal logics, the properties of the accessibility
relation, R, playa crucial role.

"'p ---+ "'p
'\,
/'
o op ---+ "'p

p

'\,

So far we have considered unrestricted relations.

"'p ---+ p
'\,

II

p

There are many properties of R, for example

"'p ---+ "'p

/'

'\,

o Op

II

If we now restrict the relation, we can induce
interesting (and useful) effects in the logic used.

• reflexivity: if Wj E W then R(wj , WI )

p

• transitivity: if R(Wb W2) and R(W2' W3) then
R(Wb W3)

'\,

"'p ---+ "'p
'\,

P
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IUseful Axiom Combinations I

IAXic)lns-and Correspondences

~I

I

The core axiom of normal modal logics is the 'K'
axiom:
K:

The logic comprising axioms K, D, 4 and 5
(unsurprisingly called 'KD45') is commonly used
where accessibility represents 'belief'.
K:

0 (<,0 =} 7jI) =} (0<,0 =} 0 7jl)
i.e. belief is closed under implication

D:

0 <,0 =} .., 0 "'<,0
i.e. belief is consistent

4:

0<,0 =} 00<,0
i.e. the agent believes its beliefs
(termed "positive introspection")

0(<,o=}7jI)=}( O <,o =} 0 7jl)

Other axioms that are commonly used in modal
logics include
D:
T:
4:
5:

0 <,0 =} 0<,0
0<,0 =} <,0
0<,0 =} 00<,0
0<,0 =} 0 0<,0

5:

Correspondence theory links particular axioms to

C"'
.....
tv

.., 0..,<,0 =} 0.., 0 "'<,0
i.e. negative introspection

Adding the T axiom to KD45 gives the logic usually
referred to as S5, which is commonly used where the
accessibility represents 'knowledge'.

properties of R, for example
• the 'T' axiom corresponds to reflexivity of R,

T:

0 <,0 =} <,0
i.e. what the agent knows is true

• the '4' axiom corresponds to transitivity of R.
N .B., The modal characterisation of mentalistic
concepts is the responsibility of the user!
MICHAEL FISHER
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LOGICAL F OUNDATIONS

IMultiple MOdalities)

IExamPles)

, The basis of modal logic can be extended to utilise
multiple accessibility relations, and hence multiple
modalities.
The semantic structure used is now

/'

[zlp ~ p

• a set of worlds, W,

1[,

II

j

• a set of labelled binary relations, Ri, on worlds in W,
and,
•

P

i

'\,

"'p

now of type 1[: W x PROP -> {T, F}

Thus, the syntax of modal logic can be parameterised
by the labels i, j, etc:

• '[z}p' means that <p is true in all worlds that are
accessible via Ri from the current world.

"'p
i

/'
(i}p

...4

"'p

i

• ' (i}<p' means that 'P is true in some world that is
accessible via Ri from the current world.

M ICHAEL FISHER
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ICornrnon Multiple Combinations

I

Modalities such as '[z1' are often replaced by symbols
providing more intuition about the intended meaning
of the modality.
For example, if [/1 is a modality of the KD45 type, it is
often represented by Bj, denoting belief.
If [/1 is a modality of the S5 type, it is often
represented by Kj, denoting knowledge.

IApplications

I

Practical Reasoning
for example, reasoning about knowledge such as nif I
know that you know that.. .. n
Description Logics are the lOgical basis for conceptual
structures (for example, semantic nets and ER
models) and can be represented as a form of
multi-modal logic.
Program Semantics
for example, a form of modal logic is related to the
use of process algebras in representing distributed
and concurrent programs.

Example 1:
agent i believes that agent j believes ep:
BjBjep

IHowever......I
Example 2:
agent i believes that agent j knows ep:

Most of the more interesting applications, particularly
concerning agent-based systems, require the
combination of these modal logics with temporal
logics.

BjKjep
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IModels of Time I
ITemporal Logic: Intuitionl

There are many different models of time that are used:
linear: each world has at most one future world
Temporal logic is a variety of modal logic where the
accessibility relation between worlds is interpreted as
a temporal relation.

In the simplest case, all we must do is interpret the
basic modalities as follows

, 0' - meaning" in all future worlds"

branching: a world may have several future worlds
discrete: if R(wJ, W2) then there is no W3 such that
R(wj, W3) and R(W3, W2)
dense: if R(wJ, W2) then there is a W3 such that
R(wj, W3) and R(W3, W2)
finite past: there is a Wj such that there is no W2
such that R(W2' wIJ

'</ - meaning "in some future world"
and then ensure that the accessibility relation mirrors
the model of time that we wish to utilise.

MICHAEL FISHER

The particular models that we will consider are those
that are discrete, linear and have finite past.
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IDiscrete Linear Temporal Logic - PTLj
The operators used are
'Oep';
'0 cpo'.
A
'.
vep
.
'epU 1//;
I

'Oep';
'.ep';
, ~ ep' ;
'epS 1/J';

'start';

ep is true in the next moment in time
ep is true in all future moments
ep is true in some future moment
ep is true up until some future moment

when 1/J is true
ep is true in the last moment in time
ep is true in all past moments
ep is true in some past moment
cp has been true since some past
moment when 1/J was true
is only true at the beginning of time

IExamples of Temporal Formulae I

Temporal logic allows concise specification of
dynamic properties of both individual agents, for
example

request

=}

reply U acknowledgement

and the multi-agent system itself, for example

broadcast(m)

=}

Va E Agents. oreceive(m, a)

IBranching Temporal Logic \
In addition, formulae such as

Note that there are also many varieties of branching
temporal logics, where the model of time is
considered to be a tree branching into the future.
Thus, each world may have a number of possible
successor worlds.
MICHAEL FISHER

(-.passport V -.ticket)

=}

0 -.boardjlight

constrain the execution steps of the system.
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IModal and Temporal Combinations

I
ISecurity in Distributed Systems

Now that we have looked at (multi-) modal and
temporal logics separately, the key element in logical
agent theories is the combination of these logics.
For example, a multi-modal logic, on its own, can be
used to describe the 'mental state' of the agent, for
example using knowledge and belief.
However, we usually wish to characterise the
evolution and change of this state over time - this is
where temporal logic comes in.
We first consider two examples showing how such
combinations can be generally useful.

MICHAEL FISHER
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Temporal logics of knowledge can be used to
represent the information that each distributed
component is aware of, for example

[KmeKyoukey(me) II Kmesend(me, you , msg)]
=} OKyoucontents(msg)
i.e.

if I know that you know my public key, a'nd I know
that I have sent you a message, then at some
moment in the future you will know the contents of
that message

MICHAEL FISHER
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ILogical Agent Theoriesl
IAccident Analysis

I
Recall that we said that rational agent theories
typically consist of elements relating to dynamic,
informational and motivational aspects, and that
these are often represented using intentional notions
such as belief and desire.

Kpilot3engine. working(engine) 1\
[ Bpilotbroken(left.engine)
=> Oshutdown(left.engine)

1
Now we can see which types of modal or temporal
logics we might use:

i.e.

Dynamism - temporal or dynamic logic;

if the pilot knows that there is at least one engine
working, and believes that the left engine is broken,
then the pilot will shut down the left engine next

MICHA EL FISHER

Information - modal logic of belief (KD45) or
knowledge (55);
Motivation - modal logic of goals (KD),intention
(KD) or desire (KD).
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IBDI Agent Theoryl
The Belief, Desire, Intention (BDI) approach is very
popular within agent-based systems.
The theory is built upon combinations of modal and
temporal logics, namely:

IBDI Examplel

Dynamism - (linear or branching) temporal logic;
Information - KD45 modal logic of belief;
Motivation - KD modal logic of desire and KD
modal logic of intention.
Thus, the temporal logic provides the basic dynamic
component, while the KD45 logic allows the agent to
have (possibly incorrect) beliefs.

The behaviour of an agent may be specified in terms
of its beliefs, desires and intentions:

Bme<>Dyouattack(you, me)

=?

ImeOattack(me, you)

l.e.
The BDI theory incorporates two motivational
elements, which can be characterised as follows:
• desires represent goals that the agent must
eventually satisfy;
• intentions represent goals that the agent is actively
trying to satisfy.

if I believe that you desire to attack me, then I
intend to attack you at the next moment in time
Alternatively, using just belief and time:

Bme<>Byouattack(you ,me)

=?

BmeOattack(me, you )

It is the interaction between these motivations that
invokes key elements of deliberation.
MICHAEL FISHER
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[summaiY)
Iproblems with Combinations/

The combination of (multi-) modal and temporal
logics is very powerful.
If there is little interaction between the various
temporal and modal dimensions, then such logics are
tractable.

However, once we model agents, we tend to
introduce many axioms incorporating interactions,
for example in a temporal logic of knowledge
(synchrony+) perfect recall: K;O'P =? OK;'P
(synchrony+) no learning: OK;'P =? K;O'P

As we will see in the next lecture, axioms such as
these can make manipulation (for example, proof)
much harder.

MICHAEL FISHER

• Modal logics are very good for representing the
'mental state' of an idealised agent, for example
characterised in terms of knowledge or belief.
• Temporal logics are very good for capturing the
dynamic activity of agents, for example specifying
its possible future behaviour.
• The combination of temporal and modal logics give
a very expressive framework in which to represent
agent activity.
• Many logical theories of rational agents are
represented in this way.
• Main problems are:
- identifying the appropriate modalities to
characterise the required agent behaviours;
- what do we do with such a theory of agency,
even when we have defined it?

MICHAEL FrSHER
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DISCUSSION
Rapporteur: Dr B N Rossiter

Professor Dobson wondered what part retribution played in the rational agents structure.
Professor Fisher replied that the designer made the rules and decided on appropriate
actions. Agents could be destroyed as a punishment if this were appropriate. Professor
Sloman thought that the complexities were even more severe than pointed out in the
examples with another modal logic needed to do rational planning. Professor Fisher
observed that this was why most CWTent systems do not handle planning aspects.
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Professor Vogt emphasized that the combination of different logics is a difficult matter
and questioned whether a uniform basis was obtained when different axioms were
combined. Professor Fisher said that so far they had simply combined all axioms together
to produce a common collection. Professor Vogt agreed that you could do this but proof
was surely then difficult because of the different basis for the various calculus. Dr
Thomsen was also concemed about the consistency and solubility of the logic and
thought it would be difficult to verify in derived program constructions. Professor de
Marneffe wondered how a programmer would verify the logic in BDI (belief, desire,
intention) through identifying actions. Professor Fisher replied that you could add actions
as modal logic but it would make the overall logic more complex. Mr Cunningham
thought that the practical state of the art in artificial intelligence was to take some
concepts from formal philosophy and attempt to use them as design principles. Professor
Fisher agreed that there was a big gap in agent technology between current practice and
the theory presented in his paper. Current practical systems do not follow the principles
of logic.
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